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ABSTRACT. Dialectal fiction implies literature created in a dialect and not in the literary language
(naturally, also not folkloric texts, recorded by specialists). In the article the issue is analyzed on the
basis of Arabic, namely, Egyptian literature. This phenomenon is interesting in general – not only from
the viewpoint of literary theory but linguistics as well. The point is that creation and establishment of
fiction in the dialect causes/will cause fundamental changes in the sociolinguistic picture and literary
area. In case of Egypt the dialect is no longer only a means of oral communication; it becomes the
language of literature/literary language, i.e. a means of creation of literary heritage. As regards the
literaty aspect, there exists Egyptian Arabic literature proper, which is no longer a fragment of common
Arabic literature as it uses not the Common Arabic language but its own Egyptian Arabic. In this
language literature is not and will not be created in other Arabic countries. The above-mentioned means
that in the Egyptian society renewal of the criteria of its own identity occurs. In particular, it is possible
to discuss definition of the ethnic identity by means of creation of its own literature based on the use of
its own language. At the same time a higher level of the hierarchy in identity – the common Arabic
national identity – is preserved by means of the existence of literature in the Common Arabic language.
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1. Dialectal fiction implies literature created in a
dialect and not in the literary language (naturally,
also not folkloric texts, recorded by specialists). In
the article the issue is analyzed on the basis of Arabic, namely, Egyptian literature. This phenomenon is
interesting in general – not only from the viewpoint
of literary theory but linguistics as well. The point is
that creation and establishment of fiction in the dialect causes/will cause fundamental changes in the
sociolinguistic picture and literary area.
First of all, the circumstance should be taken into

account that Arabic literature, which develops in more
than 20 countries is, in fact, common Arabic literature, because it is based on one and the same literary
language everywhere.
This picture changes fundamentally after the middle of the last century, when the fiction created in the
dialect became an independent and significant phenomenon in Egypt (this phenomenon affected other
Arabic countries to a lesser extent). Generally, Arabic
fiction created in the vernacular (dialectal fiction) has
quite long history, but it still has to be regarded as
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relatively new phenomenon, if we take into consideration functional aspect, namely, its role in the literary process and its significance for literature.
Usually, Arabic dialectal literature is discussed in
two parts: 15th-18th centuries and from the 19th century
up to the present day [1: 597-604]. The majority of the
surviving texts are created in the Egyptian dialect,
and some of them in Syriac, etc.
The author of the chronologically first surviving
dialectal text is Ibn Sūdūn (15th c.) – well-known writer
and poet, who wrote in both Literary Arabic and the
Egyptian dialect.
2. The widespread periodization (I. 15th-18thcc., II.
from the 19th c.) should be revised.
Bearing in mind the criterion discussed above,
another variant of classification is possible. Taking
into account the role and significance of this phenomenon in the literary process, two periods can be
identified.
Old: dialectal Arabic literature of the period before the 20th c.
New: dialectal Arabic literature since the mid-20thc.
to nowadays.
These two periods have their characteristics. The
specificity of the first period is defined by the following features:
a) Their insignificance from the viewpoint of their
volume and role.
b) Genre restriction (entertaining works, containing satire and humour, and the like).
c) In most cases – the auxiliary niche intended for
them: certain insertions in the texts created in Literary Arabic, mostly, in dialogues, which served the
purpose of achieving a certain degree of reality and
artistic expressiveness of the stories to be rendered.
Finally, on the basis of the works written in the
dialect, which belong to this period, an independent/
autonomous fact of literature was not created; actually we can discuss one specific case of literary process, the characteristic features of which are already
listed above.
New period begins from the mid-20thc. (as was
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noted, the modern dialectal literature is, in fact, the
phenomenon mostly realized in Egypt and characteristic of Egyptian literature). The specificity of the
new period is determined by the following features:
a) Overcoming the state of the role of auxiliary
literature – texts of modern Egyptian dialectal fiction
are texts entirely created in the dialect.
b) Full removal of genre restriction: from the second half of the 20th c. fiction created in the dialect
covers the entire formal, genre, etc. area – prose, poetry, drama...
c) Full adoption of the results of modernization of
Arabic literature. The renewal process (çarakat attajdêd/ çarakat at-taçarrur), as noted, took place in
the literature created in Literary Arabic – within the
commom process of Arabic cultural and literary upsurge (an-nahÝa). This process was defined by two
significant events for the new Arabic world: 1) new
ideas introduced in public life in the 19th c. and especially in the 20th c. and new prospects development;
2) Europeanization of culture in the correct sense of
this expression, when complex synthesis with traditional Arab values is implied, which ultimately gives
rise to new art and new literature and represents complex and long-term development [see 2: 09].
Dialectal fiction, which did not represent an independent literary fact, naturally could not have implemented this process. Dialectal fiction did not take
part in it at all; it adopted the results of the process at
a later period.
d) Great number of texts created in the Egyptian
dialect.
Ultimately: dialectal fiction, on the one hand, has
a great, and on the other one, autonomous place and
role in the Egyptian reality; to be more precise, the
following wording is also possible: creation and establishment of Egyptian literature proper, i.e. literature written in the Egyptian dialect.
3. Modern Egyptian dialectal literature emerged
at the beginning of the 20th c., when on the one hand,
compositions were created, in which passages written in the dialect were inserted, and on the other one,
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works written entirely in the dialect were of the specific character, as they represented plays, whereas
dramaturgy is a branch of literature which is in itself
oriented on the spoken language/dialect. Therefore,
this period can be regarded as a certain transitional

stage (for example, Maçmùd Taymùr wrote his plays
in doublets: as literary and dialectal versions [3], the
literary variant can be regarded as a certain tribute to
the tradition, as the dialectal version is more natural
for characters’ speech during the stage performance).
The new stage – expansion of the area and full
coverage of fiction – is a later phenomenon, the chronology of which can be stared from the 1940s and
can be related to the first novel created in the Egyptian dialect “Qantara who denied God” [4] (the first
publication was a limited edition, it was published for
the second time in 2012; Georgian translation by N.
Ejibadze published in 2010). This is the literary text
by well-known physicist and public figure Muó÷af×

Muôarrafa, a friend of A. Einstein. In this case the
object of our present interest is the author’s introduction to the novel, in which it is stressed that the
dialect was chosen consciously as the language of
the text: “I considered it necessary to write this novel

in its native language i.e. dialect” (ra‘aytu ’an ’aktuba

h×Üihi l-qióóata biluäatih× l-’aóliyyati ’ay bi-l-luäati
l-‘×mmiyyati). It is significant here that the author
refers to the dialect as a “language” and considers it
as the native language of the Egyptians.
At present Egyptian dialectal literature is finally
formed and established phenomenon containing numerous specimens.
4. Before formulating generalized theses, let us
touch upon one more specific aspect of the issue,
namely, graphic expression of dialectal texts. Naturally, the Arabic graphic system is used, whereas oral
reproduction of the texts is offered as in the dialect.
In this case we are dealing with the phenomenon
called by us heterography (when one and the same
graphic texts can be deciphered differently – as a
literary or a dialectal text).
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At the same time, a certain tendency of approximation of the graphics with the orthoepic/oral variant is observable. In particular, certain specific cases
are reflected graphically, when some sounds are recorded as they are heard, and not as is in the classical graphic variant.
Interestingly, in some cases – for certain fragments of the text – the Latin graphic system is used.
These are instances when some words should be
emphasized due to the fact that it is, for example, a
Europeanism (not of that type when a word is already finally adapted and established in Arabic, but
when we are dealing with neologisms), or when we
are dealing with code-switching, or in this way the
title is emphasized; see, e.g. the collection by ‘Umar
Í×hir [5].
In case of using the Latin graphics for certain
fragments of the Arabic text sometimes some consonants which find no correspondence in Latin are rendered by means of numerals. This method originates
from SMS and email messages [6:118-129].
5. As regards generalized theses, first of all, it
should be noted that the process is completed in the
Egyptian literary (and linguistic) area. For the entire
Arabic world it is possible to postulate only by the
analogy certain future dynamics. In all cases, from
the positions of the Egyptian reality the process
causes/will cause certain changes, on the one hand,
in the sociolinguistic, and on the other one, in the
literary picture, to which transformation of some fundamental concepts of linguistics and literary criticism is/will be related.
The fact that concepts “literary language” and
“dialect” undergo certain transformation, as was demonstrated above in the expression of Muó÷af×

Muôarrafa, is perceived by the Arabs (Egyptians) themselves.
What specific changes are or may be caused by
the above-mentioned process?
Sociolinguistic Aspect
a) A fundamental novelty, which is already a fact,
is that in case of Egypt the dialect is no longer only a
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means of oral communication. After establishment of
literature in the Egyptian dialect the conditions are
created for realization of the Egyptian dialect with
the full function: 1. It is in fact the only means of oral
communication – spoken language; 2. at the same
time, it becomes the language of literature/literary
language, i.e. a means of creation of literary heritage.
b) Existence of literature in the Egyptian dialect
means that this dialect is recorded in a literary way,
which in its turn means that it undergoes standardization. This is one more real indicator that gradually
it moves to the category of language, assumes the
form of a standard language. In particular: what was
repeatedly referred to above as the Egyptian dialect
is (/will be) a regional/Egyptian standard language,
in fact based on the Cairo speech. Represented in
this form, it – as Common Egyptian – opposes all
other living spoken dialects of Egypt. The following
opposition seems real:
Language (< Egyptian speech of Cairo) : dialects (speech of different regions of Egypt).
c) All this indicates that expansion of the Egyptian (common Egyptian) dialect is observable – full expansion of its functions, which naturally means the
changes of functions of other elements involved in the
sociolinguistic picture. The common Arabic (including
Egyptian) sociolinguistic picture was characterized
above: the literary language and dialects (22 countries

As noted above, at present, there are all conditions for introduction of certain corrections in this
picture, in case of Egypt. In particular, the basis for
this is the circumstance that the Egyptian dialect as
the language of literature too becomes fully-functional (which causes re-distribution of sociolinguistic relations), whereas Modern literary Arabic (again
in case of Egypt) no longer is the only written language (as regards Classical Arabic, evidently, it can
be said that there is a tendency for its function to
become even more restricted).
Literary Aspect
Fiction created in Egypt was one of the constituents/fragments of the common Arabic literary area and
it was considered on the same level as literature of any
other Arabic country, as it was based on the same
literary language as literature of any other Arabic country (in other words, the only differentiating feature of
Egyptian literature was its localization – it was created
in Egypt). Today, after the establishment of Egyptian
dialectal literature, the situation is changing: there exists Egyptian Arabic literature proper as well, which is
no longer a fragment of common Arabic literature as it
uses not the Common Arabic language but its own,
Egyptian Arabic. In this language literature is not and
will not be created in other Arabic countries.
At the same time, the present-day literary picture
of Egypt contains two constituents, which is mani-

plus regional vernaculars inside the dialects). On the
side of the literary language we have two languages –

fested in the parallel existence of literature created in
Literary Arabic and Egyptian Arabic (hence, there

Classical Arabic (fuóç×) and Modern Literary Arabic/
Modern Standard Arabic. Function of the first one is
limited – it is only a written language. In speech it is
completely replaced by Standard Arabic which has the
full function; at the same time, its communication/spoken function is extremely limited (formal conversations,
etc.) due to the intensified role of the dialects. Finally:
Standard Arabic is the literary language for the entire
Arabic world, which can be used for certain communication with the entire Arabic world, but a language for

are two ways of further development: preservation
of the two-constituent picture or unification in favour of literature created in Egyptian Arabic).
Two ways of literary development can also be
imagined for other Arabic countries making up the
common literary area at present, based on the Common Arabic language: preservation of this situation,
or implementation of the Egyptian variant (in the first
case, Egypt can remain as the only example).
In all cases, it is a fact that dialectal Arabic fiction

usual, natural communication for each country/region
is the local, native dialect.

exists, which offers new themes for literary criticism
analysis, in particular, related with the definition of
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literary specificity of dialectal and non-dialectal (created in Literary Arabic/Common Arabic) literatures.
6. The phenomenon considered in this chapter
allows offering one more conclusion. Namely: if we
can see that in Egypt literature is created already in
the own literary language, it can also be noticed that
in the Egyptian society renewal of the criteria of its
own identity occurs. In particular, it is possible to
discuss definition of the ethnic identity by means of
creation of its own literature based on the use of its
own language. In this case, demarcation from the
non-Egyptian Arabs occurs, whose literature is created in another language (Common Literary Arabic).
At the same time, if we take into account the Egyptian and, in general, Arabic specificity, certain hierarchy is observable in self-identification. In this hierarchy, common Arabic national self-identification
should be regarded as a higher level.
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Here we find a very interesting linguistic and literary fact, which is directly related to the Arabic (Egyptian) specificity of determination of one’s own identity. This is a phenomenon referred to above: the
literary picture in the Egyptian area is two-constituent – with parallel/simultaneous functioning and development of literature in the Common Arabic language and literature in the dialect. This means that a
higher level of the hierarchy – the common Arabic
national identity – is preserved, namely, it is preserved
by means of the existence of literature in the Common Arabic language.
In conclusion, in can be noted that in determination
of the national identity in the Arabic reality two factors
are important – linguistic and literary. These two factors
– linguistic and literary – are significant in general too.
The role of the first factor is recognized for a long time.
Obviously, the thesis can also be formulated that the
second factor, fiction, is also significant.
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dialeqtur mxatvrul literaturaSi igulisxmeba dialeqtze da ara saliteraturo
enaze Seqmnili literatura (bunebrivia, agreTve _ ara folkloruli teqstebi, Cawerili
specialistTa mier). statiaSi sakiTxi gaanalizebulia arabuli, kerZod egvipturi,
literaturis masalaze. amave dros, mocemuli movlena sainteresoa zogadadac _ ara
mxolod literaturaTmcodneobis, aramed lingvistikis poziciebidan. saqme isaa, rom
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mxatvruli literaturis dialeqtze Seqmna da damkvidreba iwvevs/gamoiwvevs principul
cvlilebebs sociolingvistur suraTsa da literaturul sivrceSi. kerZod, egviptis
sinamdvilis analizi Semdegi daskvnebis gakeTebis saSualebas iZleva.
sociolingvistur aspeqtSi. principuli xasiaTis siaxlea is, rom dialeqti aRar
aris mxolod zepiri komunikaciis saSualeba, _ iqmneba imis pirobebi, rom egvipturi
dialeqti (saerTo dialeqti, damyarebuli kairos metyvelebaze) srul funqcias iZens:
igi xdeba agreTve literaturis ena/saliteraturo ena (literaturuli produqciis
Seqmnis saSualeba).
literaturaTmcodneobiT aspeqtSi. egvipteSi Seqmnili mxatvruli literatura iyo
saerToarabuli literaturuli sivrcis erT-erTi Semadgeneli/fragmenti, romelic imave
sibrtyeze ganixileboda, romelzec nebismieri sxva arabuli qveynis literatura, radganac
imave saliteraturo enas eyrdnoboda, romelsac nebismieri sxva arabuli qveynis
literatura. dRes arsebobs sakuTriv egvipturi arabuli literaturac, romelic aRar
aris saerToarabuli literaturis fragmenti, radganac sargeblobs ara saerToarabuli
saliteraturo eniT, aramed sakuTari, egvipturi, arabuliT; am enaze sxvagan, sxva arabul
qveynebSi, literatura ar iqmneba da ar Seiqmneba.
kidev erTi daskvna. SeiZleba imis Tqma, rom egviptis sazogadoebaSi xdeba sakuTari
identobis kriteriumTa ganaxleba. konkretulad, rogorc Cans, SeiZleba laparaki eTnikuri identobis gansazRvraze sakuTari enis gamoyenebaze agebuli sakuTari literaturis
SeqmniT.
amave dros, Tu gaviTvaliswinebT egviptur da zogadad arabul specifikas, rogorc
Cans, laparaki SeiZleba garkveul ierarqiaze TviTidentifikaciaSi. am ierarqiaSi ufro
maRali donis safexurad unda CaiTvalos erovnuli saerToarabuli TviTidentifikacia.
es TviTidentifikacia egviptis sinamdvileSi SenarCunebulia imiT, rom (dialeqtze Seqmnili
literaturis gverdiT) SenarCunebulia literatura saerToarabul saliteraturo enaze.
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